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ABSTRACT 
 
         This manuscript develops an optimization model that is capable of evaluating plant 
and warehouse locations, and two way distribution flow, i.e., the shipments of finished 
products from certain domestic  factories/warehouses to the international markets, and the 
raw material shipments from international locations to certain domestic factories that use 
these raw materials in the production of the finished goods.  This optimization model has 
some unique features such as evaluating two way flows concurrently in an integrated way 
and optimizing the whole international supplier-factory location-production-shipments to 
the warehouses-international market link, choosing the suitable suppliers and using a 
methodology to incorporate risk and value indices into a model that is usually used for 
profit/cost optimization. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 

This study develops  the profit, value, cost and constraint components of an 
integrated mathematical model capable of determining the optimal production at each 
factory, optimal shipments of the finished products from each factory to each warehouse 
plus the optimal shipments from warehouses to the international markets as well as 
suitable plant locations and warehouse locations and capacities and the raw material 
transportation form international suppliers to the factories including the choice of suitable 
international suppliers;  

 This is a highly complex and sophisticated model that incorporates a value index 
system for the plant location choice(a different method than that of cost based warehouse 
location analysis that is also dealt with concurrently) by making use of factor rating and 
then, incorporating the value indices into the objective function of the integrated model as 
parameters; thus, evaluating and quantifying qualitative data and  combining it with   
quantitative data and incorporating it into the mathematical programming model has been 
an integral part of the study.   

The model developed in this study integrates not only  production, transportation,  
location, and capacity decisions but also integrates an issue that is usually treated 
separately in an unintegrated way:  choosing the optimal international suppliers for parts 
or raw materials .  Thus, a two way distribution flow is in question: raw materials  flow  
from international markets to certain domestic factories  and   the finished product flow 
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from certain domestic  factories to the international markets.  Integrating the supplier 
selection issue prevents suboptimality that may otherwise be caused by separate 
treatment.  The integrated model is flexible and adaptable and provides a high degree of 
coordination among production, distribution, location, and capacity issues.   

The objective function parameters consist of different indices such as profits, risks, 
value indices, costs and all of these different indices have been combined into a single 
objective function skillfully.   For example, profit and risk ratios were taken, value 
indices have been prepared based on various criteria, minimization costs objectives have 
been multiplied by  (-1) to be able to combine it with the profit maximization objectives.  
Eventually, it has been  possible to develop a single integrated maximization objective 
function. 

  
 
 
METHODOLOGY 
 
This paper develops and implements a methodology in order to address the issues  
mentioned in the introduction phase.  A detailed step by step methodology is outlined 
below prior to the operational design phase of the integrated model.            
 
1.  Divide each µij ( mean return on product  i   when produced in factory  j) by  the 
measure of risk, σij (standard deviation  on the mean return of product  i   when produced 
in factory  j ) and incorporate each µij / σij   in front of  each corresponding (xij = amount 
of product  i  produced in factory j ) and sum them.  
 
2.  Determine each vj (value of potential factory site j  based on factor rating) and place it 
in front of  each corresponding(xij = amount of product  i  produced in factory j ) and sum 
them. 
  
 3.  Multiply every dijk (unit transportation cost for  product  i  from factory  j   to  
warehouse  k) by (-1) and then, by the corresponding xijk(amount of product  i  
transported from factory j  to warehouse  k) and sum them. In order to combine cost 
minimization objective with the main profit and value maximization objectives we must 
multiply the minimization components by (-1) as  Min Z= Max(-Z). 
 
4.  Multiply every eikl  (unit transportation cost for  product  i  from warehouse  k   to  
market  l) by (-1) and then, by the corresponding zikl(amount of product  i  transported 
from warehouse k  to market  l) and sum them.  
 
5.  Multiply every f k (fixed cost of operating a  warehouse at potential warehouse site k) 
by (-1) and then, by the corresponding yk( binary 0 or 1 type of variable that is equal to 1 
if a warehouse is operated at the potential site or 0 otherwise) and sum them 
 
6. Multiply every tk (unit  capacity cost of a  warehouse at potential warehouse site k) by 
(-1) and then, by the corresponding qk (capacity of warehouse at potential warehouse site 
k) and sum them 
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7.  Compute vg (value of international supplier   g  based on quality of the products, 
favorable prices, on-time delivery, and subjective assessment) for each supplier and 
divide it by the corresponding cgj(unit cost of shipping the raw material form international 
supplier g to domestic factory at site  j) and multiply each  vg /cgj  by the 
corresponding(ugj = amount of the raw material to be used in all products shipped from 
international supplier  g  to domestic factory at site  j) and sum them.  
 
8.  Sum all the objective function components above (1-7) to obtain the fully integrated 
linear programming objective function. 
 
9.  Develop  resource availability constraints.  
 
10.  Develop constraints  that link production and distribution; for each product  i  the 
total shipment of that product from factory j to all warehouses k   is equal to the amount 
produced of that product  at factory j. 
 
11.  Develop constraints that ensure warehouse-market distribution link;  the  amount of 
product i shipped  all factories  to warehouse  k is equal to the amount of that product 
shipped from warehouse k to all the markets. 
 
12.  Develop a constraint set  to prohibit any shipment form a warehouse that is not 
operated; without this condition the solution may not be feasible.   
 
13.  Develop warehouse capacity constraints that ensure that a warehouse will have 
sufficient capacity to accommodate all the shipments to all the markets it serves for the 
all the products that this warehouse needs to store. 
 
14.  Formulate a constraint set to ensure that if a warehouse is not operated, its 
operational capacity will be zero. 
 
15. Formulate the demand constraints for the markets. 
 
16. Incorporate possible international quota constraints imposed by the exporting country 
on the amount of  product  i  that may be exported to a country  w.   
 
17.  Incorporate possible international quota constraints imposed by the importing 
country, w  on the amount of  product  i  that may be imported from the exporting country 
in question.  
 
18. Formulate the international supplier capacity constraints 
 
19.  Formulate the constraints for the raw material requirements of the factories. 
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THE OPERATIONAL DESIGN OF THE MODEL 
 
Base on the previous section(Methodology section) we can formulate the full model as 
follows after following the steps outlined in the Methodology  section: 
 
Max  Σ Σµij/σij  xij  + Σ Σvj xij -  Σ Σ Σdijkxijk-Σ Σ Σeikl zikl -Σfk yk     
          i   j                    j  i             i  j   k           i  j   k            k           
 
       -Σtk qk  +  Σ Σvg /cgj  ugj 
         k                              g  j 
 
 
st 
 
Σaihxi  ≤  bh  h = 1,2,…,n       (1) 
i 
      plus the transition constraints for xi variables that don't appear in the objective 
     function:  
Σxij = xi 
j 
 
 
Σxijk = xij                   j =1,2,…,n1 i = 1,2,…,m    (2) 
k    
 
Σxijk = Σzikl   i = 1,2,...,m k = 1,2,…, n2    (3) 
j             l 
 
Σ Σzikl  ≤  (Σ Σd il) yk            k = 1,2,..., n2      (4) 
 i  l               i  l 
 
qk  ≥  Σ Σ zikl             k = 1,2,..., n2      (5)    
 i  l  
 
qk  ≤  (Σ Σd il) yk                k = 1,2,..., n2      (6) 
            i  l  
 
Σzikl  ≤  dil             i = 1,2,…,m         l = 1,2,…,n3   (7) 
k 
 
Σ Σ ziklw  ≤  oiw   i = 1,2,…,m        w = 1,2,…,n5   (8) 
k  lw 

 

Σ Σ ziklw  ≤  o'iw  i = 1,2,…,m        w = 1,2,…,n5   (9) 
k  lw 
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Σugj  ≤  sg     g = 1,2,…,n4       (10) 
j 
 
Σugj = Σαixij   j = 1,2,…, n1      (11) 
g          i  
 
 
where 
 
µij = mean return on product  i   when produced in factory  j 
 
σij = standard deviation  on the mean return of product  i   when produced in factory  j   
         (a measure of risk) 
  
xij = amount of product  i  produced in factory j   
 
vj = value of potential factory site j  based on factor rating 
 
dijk = unit transportation cost for  product  i  from factory  j   to  warehouse  k 
 
xijk  = amount of product  i  transported from factory j  to warehouse  k 
 
eikl = unit transportation cost for product  i  from warehouse  k   to market  l 
 
zikl  = amount of product  i  transported from warehouse k  to market  l 
 
ziklw  = amount of product  i  transported from warehouse k  to market  l in country w 
 
f k = fixed cost of operating a  warehouse at potential warehouse site k 
 
yk =  binary 0 or 1 type of variable that is equal to 1 if a warehouse is operated at the     
potential site or 0 otherwise 
 
tk = unit capacity cost of a warehouse at potential warehouse site k( for example, 
construction costs to cover storage of a unit item) 
 
qk = capacity of warehouse at potential warehouse site k 
 
vg = value of international supplier   g  based on quality of the products, favorable prices, 
on-time delivery, and subjective assessment 
 
cgj = unit cost of shipping the raw material form international supplier g to domestic 
factory at site  j 
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ugj = amount of the raw material to be used in all products shipped from international 
supplier  g  to a domestic factory at site  j  
 
aih = amount of resource h needed to produce one unit of product i 
 
bh = amount of resource h available 
 
dil = demand on product i at market l 
 
oiw =  limit imposed by the exporting company on the amount of  product  i  that can be 
exported to a country  w.   
 
o'iw =  limit imposed by the importing country  w on the amount of  product  i  that can be  
imported from the exporting country in question. 
 
sg = capacity of supplier g 
 
αi = amount of the raw material needed for one unit of the finished product  i 
 
 
 

Constraint set(1) consists of resource availability constraints.  Since xij variables 
appear but xi  variables don't appear in the objective function, a set of transitional 
constraints showing the relationship between the xi and xij variables are included so that 
the xi variables in the resource availability constraints become meaningful and relate to 
the objective function as well.   

Constraint set (2) indicates that for each product  i  the total shipment of that 
product from factory j to all warehouses k   is equal to the amount produced of that 
product  at factory j.  Constrain set (3) indicates that   amount of product i shipped  all 
factories  to warehouse  k is equal to the amount of that product shipped from warehouse 
k to all the markets. 
            Constraint set (4) is included to prohibit any shipment form a warehouse that is 
not operated; without this condition the solution may not be feasible.  Constraint set (5) 
ensures that a warehouse will have sufficient capacity to accommodate all the shipments 
to all the markets it serves for the all the products that this warehouse needs to store. 
Constraint set (6) ensures that if a warehouse is not operated, its operational capacity will 
be zero. 

Constraint set (7) consists of demand constraints for the markets.  Constraint set 
(8) includes possible international quota constraints imposed by the exporting country on 
the amount of  product  i  that may be exported to a country  w; these constraints ensure 
that the shipments of product  i from all the warehouses in the exporting country to all the 
markets lw  in the country  w can't exceed the exportation limit on the quantity of that 
product set for that specific importing country.  Constraint set( 9) includes possible 
international quota constraints imposed by the importing country, w  on the amount of  
product  i  that may be imported from the exporting country in question; these constraints 
ensure that the shipments of product  i from all the warehouses in the exporting country 
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to all the markets lw  in the country  w can't exceed the importation limit on the quantity 
of that product set for that specific exporting country.  

 Constraint set (10) elements are the international supplier capacity constraints 
and Constraint set(11) is a set of constraints for the raw material requirements of the 
factories. 

 
CONCLUSION 
 
       This study deals with production and distribution issues that are vital in the daily life 
and is important because of  the potential contributions to some businesses in production 
and distribution.  
        This manuscript has developed  an optimization model that has some unique 
contributions such as evaluating two way flows concurrently in an integrated way and 
optimizing the whole international supplier-factory location-production-shipments to the 
warehouses-international market link, choosing suitable suppliers and using a 
methodology to incorporate risk and value indices into a model that is usually used for 
profit/cost optimization. The model developed in this study has integrated not only  
production, transportation, location, and capacity decisions but also has integrated an 
issue that is usually treated separately in an unintegrated way:  choosing the optimal 
international suppliers for parts or raw materials .  Thus, a two way distribution flow has 
been considered;  the shipments of finished products from domestic factories/warehouses 
to the international markets, and the raw material shipments from international locations 
to the domestic factories that use these raw materials in the production of the finished 
goods.  
         This optimization model may help some production and distribution businesses by 
reducing costs, increasing profits and at the same time by analyzing some other non- 
monetary subjective factors encountered in production operations management. The 
paper also has a potential to contribute to the education of scholars in production 
operations management area and to the education of business administration students 
who take production operations management courses. 
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